CHEVRON TILE
DURASTONE™ & LAVAcode™

Size 13-13/16”x4-13/16”x3/8” piece, 2.24pcs/sf
Finish super polished or matte
Color available in 13 colors
stock in color Crema luna, Ash grey, Steel grey, Charcoal, matte only

BY SPECIAL ORDER ONLY EXCEPT THE ITEMS WITH "STOCK" MARK

CREMA LUNA STOCK
BOTTICINO
ASH GREY STOCK
OLIVE

SAND BEIGE
NOCE
LATTE
CONCRETE
COCO

STEEL GREY STOCK
CHOC
CHARCOAL STOCK
LAVAcodé

ARROW LAYOUT
WAVE LAYOUT
SAILING LAYOUT

CHEVRON DURASTONE TILE (WAVE) - ASH GREY (MATTE)